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We have developed a method for the determination of the orientational distribution function of partially 
ordered systems from the EPR line shape that is an alternative to the usual one of expansion in the 
elements of the Wigner rotation matrices. The method can be applied to distribution functions whose 
expansion in the rotation matrix elements are slowly convergent or where the EPR intensity cannot be 
computed analytically. It can also be used to extract geometrical information relating the principal 
magnetic axis system to the preferred direction of orientation. An application to a partially ordered 
ensemble of triplets observed in the photosynthetic bacterium Rps. viridis is given, and it is suggested 
that our technique may prove particularly valuable in analysis of biological systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper Hentschel et al.1 presented a general 
method for determining the orientational distribution 
function of partially ordered ensembles of spin systems. 
The fundamental equation which is the starting point of 
such calculations can be written as 

/(Ho) = f f f p(a~Y)I(a, (3, Y, Ho) da d{3 dy , (1 ) 

where P(a{3y) is the probability that a member of the 
ensemble can be generated by an Euler rotation with 
angles a, {3, and y. 1(a, (3, y, Ho) is the EPR intensity at 
field position Ho for a member of the ensemble specified 
by (a{3y), and l(Ho) is the experimental intensity ob
served at Ho. 

Hentshel et al. / following McBrierty,2 began by ex
panding the orientational distribution function P( a{3y) in 
terms of the elements of the Wigner rotation matrices. 

P(a{3y) = L: L: l:>'IMD!.,,(a, (3, y) , 
I '" " 

(2a) 

where 

21 + 1 f 2. f 1 i 2. P, .... =---sT D!.,,(a, (3, y) 
o -1 0 

X P(a{3y) dad cos{3dy (2b) 

is the 1mnth moment of the distribution function. When 
Eq. (2) is substituted into Eq. (1), the line shape is ex
pressed in terms of the moments P ,IM• By line shape 
fitting with the moments P, .... as adjustable parameters, 
it is possible to determine these moments. 

This method is advantageous for two reasons: (1) If 
the distribution function is of a Sllitable form, only a 
few terms in the expansion need be considered. For ex
ample, in an axially symmetric ensemble, P,,,," is zero 
if m*O or n* 0, and we can write 

(3a) 

a)Supported by a University of California Regents Fellowship. 

(3b) 

(2) If the EPR intensities 1(a, (3, y, Ro), can be written or 
approximated in closed form, the integral of Eq. (1) 
now consists of integrals over rotation matrix elements 
and some angular functions. These integrals can some
times be evaluated analytically, allowing one to calcu
late subspectra corresponding to the various moments 
P, ..... 

In practice, one may encounter distribution functions 
which do not rapidly converge when expanded in rotation 
matrix elements. In such a case, the existence of many 
moments P,,,," would preclude a meaningful line shape 
analysis. In addition, some EPR intensities have to 
be computed numerically for each orientation, which 
makes consideration 2 above irrelevant. In other words, 
it is not possible to calculate subspectra. 

Another difficulty arises when the relation between 
the molecular axes undergoing partial ordering and the 
principal magnetic axes is not known, (e. g., the rela
tion between a partially oriented membrane and the prin
cipal magnetic axes of a membrane bound molecule). It 
is then best to pick trial distribution functions based on 
a model and attempt to fit the line shape by treating the 
relation between axes as an adjustable parameter. 

For these reasons, there is a need for a different, 
albeit equivalent, approach to determining distribution 
functions of partially ordered ensembles. Our approach 
is to reduce Eq. (1) to a double integral over the mag
netic variables ° and cp that specify the orientation of the 
external magnetic field Ro in the principal magnetic axis 
sys tern. The form of I is then 

l(Ho) = f f D(O, cp). 1(0, cp, Ho)dOdcp , (4) 

where 1(0, cp, Ho) is the EPR intensity measured at field 
position Ho when the orientation of the external magnetic 
field is given by 0, cpo D(O, cp) is a density of states 
function, giving the probability that the external mag
netic field has angular orientation between ° and O+dO, 
and cp and cp + dcp in the principal magnetic axis system. 

Rather than expanding D(O, cp) in a series of moments, 
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we proceed by calculating the form of D(O, cp) directly 
from considerations of a physical model. In some cases, 
this process is trivial, e. g., an unnormalized Gaussian 
distribution about an axis of symmetry yields 

(5) 

where A is a disorder parameter. In the general case, 
expression of the distribution function in terms of ° and 
cP is more difficult. 

We describe here a general method for calculating 
the density of states D(O, cpl. The partially ordered en
semble is genera~ed by set of distinct symmetry opera
tions Rl ••• R" with arbitrary weighting functions 
gl'" gIl; the density of states D(O, cp) is obtained as in
tegrals over the weighting functions which can be evalu
ated numerically. This method is appropriate for any 
functional form of the distribution function and for any 
type of magnetic Hamiltonian. It also explicitly pro
vides for the determination of geometrical information 
(e. g., the relation between the molecular axes under
going partial ordering and the magnetic axes) if this in
formation is not known. Finally, the method is applied 
to the particular case of a polarized triplet signal ob
served in the photosynthetic bacterium Rhodopseudo
manas viridis, whole cells of which have been aligned 
by magnetic field' orientation. 

II. THEORY 

A. General form of the distribution function 

We first define a set of coordinate systems needed 
for the ensuing derivation. Our approach is essentially 
the same as that of Hentshel et al. l The only difference 
is that we do not define an axis system equivalent to 
their "laboratory system" which has the external mag
netic field, Ho, along its z axis. We instead define a 
"laboratory axis system" equivalent to their "sample 
system." In our laboratory axis system, Ho is a con
stant vector. 

The three coordinate systems are then given as fol
lows: (1) The laboratory axis system is a coordinate 
system with its z axis defined by the direction of the ex
ternal forces that have produced orientation in the sam
ple. In magnetic field alignment, the alignment field 
H,., is along the z axis. The orientation of various mem
bers of the ensemble of spin systems is specified with 
respect to this fixed reference frame. 

(2) The principal magnetic axis system is the coor
dinate system in which the dipolar Hamiltonian JC 
=8· D· 8 is diagonal. It is related by a fixed set of 
Euler angles, 01', fl', and y', to the intermediate axis 
system. 

(3) The intermediate axis system serves as a bridge 
between the laboratory frame and the magnetic axis sys
tem. One can think of the magnetic system as being 
enclosed in a cube; the unit vectors of the intermediate 
axis system (x',y',z') lie along three joined edges of 
the cube. The principal magnetic axis system is fixed 
within the cube, such that an Euler rotation matrix 
A(OI', fl', y') will transform vectors in the intermediate 

axis system into the principal magnetic axis system. 
This transformation is the same for every member of 
the ensemble. 

The ensemble is generated as an array of these cubes 
in the laboratory axis system. We begin by placing the 
cube at the origin of the laboratory axis system such 
that the x', g', and i' unit vectors are coincident with 
the i, y, and z unit vectors. Then the cube is rotated 
by n rotations (Rl ••• R,,) in the laboratory frame into a 
member of the ensemble. Associated with each rotation 
is a distribution function gl (011) giving the probability 
that the ith angular variable has the value 011' 

The task is to express the unit vectors of the rotated 
cube (x', y', i') in the laboratory coordinate system. 
This objective can be accomplished by applying the n 
rotations to i', Y', and z' which are originally equal to 
(1,0,0), (0,1,0), and (0,0,1). Rotation of an arbitrary 
vector U counterclockwise through an angle cp about an 
arbitrary axis is given by 

(6) 

where u,. is the rotated vector in the original coordinate 
system and R(cp) is a real orthogonal rotation matrix 
(see Appendix A). Thus, when the set of n rotations is 
applied to x', y', and ii, the result is 

i' =11,;'(.,) •.. ""(.,{:) (7.) 

y' =11,;'(.,) ••• R"(.')C) (7b) 

" = 11,;'( 0,,) ••• ",'( .,{~) • (7,) 

The external magnetic field in the intermediate axis 
system, H', is now easily found to be 

H' =(x'. Ho,Y'· Ho, i'. Ho) . (8) 

Rearrangement using Eqs. (7a)-(7c) yields 

H' = [R;;1( 01,,) ••• Ril( 0I1)]THo (9a) 

=R1(0I1)'" R,,(OI,,)Ho • (9b) 

We denote the coordinates of H' by the following func-
tions . 

n;=Fs(0I1 .. ·0I") 

~=Fy(0I1'" 01,,) 

H.=F.(0I1·" 01,,). 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(10c) 

The external magnetic field in the magnetic axis sys
tem' H", is then 

H"=A(OI',fl',y')· H', (11) 

where 01', fl', and y' are constants, perhaps unknown. 
Now we can write down the EPR intensity at magnetic 
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field Ho directly as an integral over the variables 
O!l .•. O!". 

[(Ho) = ~ f ... i I(H;', H;', H;')gl(O!l)'" g"(O!") 
"'l IlIft 

x dO!l ... dO!" , (12) 

where N is a normalization constant, and H:', H~'. and 
H;' are functions of 0!1 ••• a", a', /3', and y'. 

The set of points {(O!j) such that H;'2+H;'z+H;'2=H~} 
is a two-dimensional manifold in (n + 1) space. We 
therefore transform to a new set of variables in which 
H;', ~', and H;' are functions of only two variables e 
and cp. This transformation involves mapping the old 
manifold into a two-dimensional manifold in three space. 

This transformation can be accomplished by defining 
a new set of variables Vl ••• V"_2 to complement e and cp; 
e and cp are defined to be the magnetic variables giving 
the location of Ho in the principal magnetic axis system; 
Vl' ., V"_2 must be chosen to satisfy the formal require
ments of the coordinate transformation. We thus per
form the transformation 

(Ho, O!h .,. , O!")- (Ho, cp, v1 ••. v"-2, e) 

under the constraints 

H;' = Ho Sine coscp 

H;' = Ho sine sincp 

H;'=Hocose 

and e and cp are determined by the rotation angles 

(13) 

(14a) 

(14b) 

(14c) 

0!1J .,. ,an, a', (3', and y'. Application of the n-dimen
sional-change-of-variable theorem to Eq. (12) yields an 
integral in terms of the new variables 

l(Ho) =i fa i I[H;'(e, cp), H;'(e, cp), H;'(e, cp)J dedcp 

xi'" i llgj[ O!j(CP, V1 ... V"-2, e)] 
VI V,..2 1-1 

(15) 

where (Bal' •• O!"/acp, Vl ••• V"-2, e) is the Jacobian of the 
coordinate transformation. 

By inspection, we can set 

(16) 

Equation (16) is the key result of this paper. This equa
tion expresses the distribution function of Ho in any axis 
system that has a fixed relation to the intermediate axis 
system (e. g., Euler rotation angles o!', (3', and y'). In 
particular, it gives the distribution of Ho in the inter
mediate axiS system when o!' =/3' =y' =0. For use in Eq. 
(4), one specifically needs D(e, cp) for the distribution of 
Ho in the principal magnetic axis system. 

B. Generalized coordinate transformation 

Our procedure will be to use Eq. (16) to calculate a 
distribution function in the intermediate axis system, 
D'(e', cp'), where e' and cp' specify the orientation D(e, cp) 
for the principal magnetic axis system by use of the 
Euler rotation matrix A(O!', /3', y'). This approach is 
advantageous because one does not have to worry about 
the angles o!', (3', and y' when calculating D'(e', cp'). 
Also, careful choice of an intermediate axis system 
simplifies the calculations. In particular, one should 
choose an intermediate axis system such that the first 
rotation (a1) is about the laboratory z axis. Then, from 
Eq. (9) 

H'= (~:~a~, 
o 

(17) 

More explicitly 

H; = Ho Sine' coscp' = F~-l COSO!l + F~-l sinO!l (18a) 

H; = Ho sine' sincp' = - F~-l sinO!l + F~-l COSO!l (18b) 

H; =Hocose' = F~-l = F 8 (O!z'" O!") , 

where 

(18c) 

Rz(O!z)'" R,,(O!")Ho = (F~-l, F~-l, F~-l) (19) 

The following transformation is convenient: 

0!1 =11(cp', v1 .,. 1),,_z, e') 

O!" =fZ(1)l ••• 1),,_z, e') , 

where O!" is defined by solving the equation 

Ho cose' = F
8
(aZ ' •• O!,,) 

for O!" and setting a z ' .. 0!,,_1 equal to Vl ••• 1),,-2' 

Clearly, 

and 

~-o . 1 8CP' - , t* . 

Then, from Eqs. (18a) and (18b) 

H 8 sine' coscp' H' 8' . ,f,' 
o 8cp' = - 0 sm Sln,/, 

( F ,,-l· F,,-l ) ~ = - " slnal + " COSO!l 8CP" 

H. . e' . ,f,' H. . e' . ,f,'(~\ - osm sm,/, = osm sm,/, 8CP'} , 

or 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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~=-1 
8cp' 

C\=-cp'+f3(vh ••• ,vn-2,B'). 

(26) 

(27) 

Using Eqs. (22), (23), and (26), the Jacobian, .g, sim
plifies to 

(28) 

which can be obtained from (18c) by differentiating both 
. sides with respect to B', 

'B' ~~ -Hosm = B' 8an 8 
(29) 

or, 

I GI- HosinB' 
o - \ 8F,(a~: • an) \ 

(30) 

with 012 ' •• an replaced by their transformed variables 
V1' " Vn_2, f2(v1 ••• vn-2' B'). Substitution into equation 
(16) and incorporation of Ho into N' yields 

:0'(8', cp') = S~?' f ... f g1[ - cp + fa (v1 ... Vn_2, B)] 
"1 "n-2 

Xgn[J2(V1' .• Vn_2, B')] 

n-1 

II gj(vl_1)dVj-l 

If g1(ad = 1, we have an axially symmetric distribu
tion function [i. e., :o'(B', cp') is a function only of B']. 
If we have a randomly oriented system, it can be shown 
that 

:0'( B', cp') = constant x sinB' . (32a) 

Clearly, one has some choice about which variables 
to set equal to the VI'S, which to set equal to cp' and 
which to set equal to a function of V1 ••• Vn_2, and B'. 
Intelligent decisions in this regard can be used to sim
plify Eq. (31). 

It is now necessary to transform the distribution of 
Ho in the intermediate axis system to one in the princi
pal magnetic axis system. The Euler rotation matrix 
A( 01', f3', 1") in Eq. (11) establishes the transformation 
from B' and cp' to Band cpo Because A(a', f3', 1") is a 
constant rotation matrix, sinB/sinB' is the Jacobian for 
the transformation. Therefore 

:O(B cp) = ~inB :O'(B' cp') , slnB' , , (32b) 

where 

B = cos-1(H;' / Ho) (32c) 

and 

(32d) 

specify the orientation of H" in the principal magnetic 
axis system. H;', H;', and H~' are found from Eq. 
(11). The angles 01', f3', and 1", which establish the 
relation between the intermediate axis system and the 

principal magnetic axis system can be treated as adjust
able parameters if they are not known. In conclusion, 
in this section we have outlined a prescription for com
puting :O(B, cp) for all values of Band cpo 

III. APPLICATION-ORIENTATION AVERAGING IN 
Rps. viridis 

A. Description of the experimental system 

Our experimental results on the triplet Signals ob
tained from the photosynthetic bacterium Rps. viridis 
will be described in detail elsewhere (see Ref. 3). Here 
we calculate, using the method of Sec. II, the distribu
tion function :0'( a', cp') for intact bacterial cells aligned 
in a magnetic field. 

The Rps. viridis cell can be represented as a prolate 
ellipsoid. We shall for the moment ignore end effects 
(they are indistinguishable from another sort of imper
fection in ordering, as will be explained later), and con
Sider the cell to be a perfect cylinder. Inside the cell 
are membranes rolled into concentric cylindrical sheets 
having a common axis with the long axis of the cell. 
Embedded in the membranes are reaction center parti
cles, which contain the paramagnetic species that gives 
rise to the observed light induced triplet signal. We as
sume that the principal axis system of the triplet is 
fixed with respect to the reaction center particle. 

Linear dichroism4 and photoselection5 experiments 
suggest that there is a unique axis of the reaction cen
ter particle which is normal to the membrane surface. 
Our ensemble of intermediate axis systems is then a 
set of reaction center particles, randomly distributed 
in the cylindrical membrane structure, each of which 
has the designated axis normal to the membrane at that 
point. 

A 21 kg magnetic field orients the Rps. viridis so that 
the long axis of the cylinder tends to lie in the plane 
normal to the orienting field. One can then freeze the 
sample and perform EPR experiments with the external 
magnetic field either parallel to, or perpendicular to, 
the alignment field Ha. 

B. Symmetry operations in the Rps. viridis ensemble 

We choose the z' intermediate axis to be the unique 
axis of the reaction center particle. This choice fits 
the guideline of Sec. II, because we assume that an un
restricted rotation of the particle around this axis is 
possible. This operation is then our first rotation, and 
we designate the angular variable as A. 

Two further symmetry operations are possible in the 
laboratory frame; rotation of the cylindrical cell about 
its long axiS, and its rotation around the direction of the 
alignment field. We arrange the laboratory coordinate 
system so that the z axis coincides with the alignment 
field axis. 

Then, the rotation about Ha corresponds to a rotation 
about the laboratory z axis; the magnitude of this rota
tion is specified by the angle, X, that the long axis of the 
cell makes with the laboratory Yaxis. Rotation about 
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y.:....--------- Hl 

N 
z' 

FIG. 1. Axis systems and asymmetry operations in the Rps. 
viridis ensemble, x, y, and l: define the laboratory axis sys
tem; x'. y'. and z' define the intermediate axis system; and 
x". y". and z" define the principal magnetic axis system. 
L is the long axis direction of the cell. X. J.l. and A are rota
tions about the indicated axes. H. is the alignment field direc
tion. and H" and H1 show the external magnetic field directions 
used in the EPR experiments. The insert displays a section of 
the cylindrical membrane surface. The wobble angle, W, is 
defined as the angle between the membrane normal, z', and 
the perfect cylinder normal. N, (i. e. , N .LLI. 

the cylinder axis is given by an angle, fJ., that a desig
nated normal to the cylinder surface makes with H.. (see 
Fig. 1). 

It remains only to take into account imperfections in 
ordering. We consider two sources of this: 

(1) Incomplete alignment of the cells in the magnetic 
field (i. e., tilt of the long axis of the cell from plane 
normal to the alignment field). 

(2) Deviation of the membranes from perfect cylindri
cal shape. This could arise in two ways: (a) distortion 
of the entire cell from a cylindrical shape such as end 
effects; (b) local imperfections in the membrane sur
face. These deviations can both be described as the 
tilt of the membrane normal from a plane normal to the 
long axis of the cell; we call this tilt the "wobble" angle, w. 

We assume that the effects of incomplete alignment 
are small and that deviations of w from 00 due to devia
tions of the membranes from perfect cylindrical shape 
are random fluctuations. The probability distribution 
in w is thus set to 

g",(W) =COSW exp( - w2 / 1l2] =coswh(w) , (33) 

where Il is the "disorder parameter" giving the standard 

deviation of w, and cosw is the proper angular volume 
element, corresponding to the arc length swept out by 
a vector inclined at angle w when the cell is rotated 
around its long axis. 

We introduce the wobble into the density of states cal
culation as a rotation around the axis perpendicular to 
the long axis of the cell. A careful choice of the order 
of operations then allows us to represent every symme
try operation as one rotation in the laboratory coordi
nate system (A about the z axis, w about the x axis, fJ. 
about the yaxis, and X about the z axis). The final re
sult for the external magnetic field in the intermediate 
axis system, H', is given by 

H' =[R41(X)R;1(Jl}Ra1(w}Ri1(A)jTHo 

= R1 (A}Rz( w}Rz(Jl}R4 (X)' 110 

C. Ho parallel to Ha 

(34a) 

(34b) 

We set 110 = (0, 0,1), i. e., along the alignment field 
direction. Then, the rotation R(X) is unnecessary, be
cause the projection of (0,0,1) on the x', ji', and Z' axes 
is unaffected by a final rotation around the z axis. Fol
lowing Sec. II B, we obtain 

Cl'1 = A- - tJ>' + f3(V1, e') (35a) 

Cl'2 = w- V1 (35b) 

Cl'3 = Jl- f2(V1, e') . (35c) 

From (34) without R(X), 

Fit = Hocose' = Ho cosJl cosw (36a) 

or 

cosJl =cose'/COSV1 • (36b) 

Evaluation of 8F/8Jl and substitution into Eq. (31) re
sults in 

III 1 -- dv (37) 
{

COO"1' OOO9' g (v ) 1 

( 
COS28/)l72 cosv 1 • 

C01!IV1"1 1-~ 1 
cos V1 

SubstitUting for V1, we transform the above integral (see 
Appendix B) to 

I , sine' fr 
:1),,(e ) =-2' h(V1}du, 

N" 0 

(38) 

where v1 = cos-1[ ~(1 + cos2e' + cosu sin2e')]1/2. 

This integral has no singularities, and can be easily 
evaluated numerically. Figure 2 plots :1),:(e') vs 9' for 
several values of the disorder parameter, Il. 

D. Ho perpendicular to Ha 

We now set Ho = (1,0,0) [a choice of (0,1, O) would be 
equivalent]. Proceeding as before, we obtain 

B' = R, (X)R,( w)R, (. )R,(X) • G ) (3') 

The best change of variables is 

(40a) 
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1,0 

I 
DII (e) 

6: 1,0 
6:0.8 
6:0.6 
6:0.4 
6=0.2 

6 

4 

6= 0.2 

16= 0.4 

~
/ 6= 0.6 

6= 0.8 
6= 1,0 
6=1JJ 

FIG. 2. Distribution function :0,,(8') for Ho parallel to Ha; (a) Plot of :0,,(8') for several values of the disorder parameter ~ in 
radians. (b) Plot of :1),,(8 ')/sin8' vs 8' for several values of the disorder parameter ~ in radians. Note that :1),,(8 ')/sin8' must 
approach a constant as ~ approaches OX)(~ = OX) corresponds to a random sample). 

0'2 = W- Vi 

0'3 = /J. - f2( Vi> V2, e') 

From Eq. (39) 

F. = Ho cosO' = Ho(sin/J. cosw cosX +sinw sinx) 

or 

sinw= (cos e' - sinvl sinv2)/(COSVl cos~) . 

(40b) 

(40c) 

(40d) 

(40e) 

(4 Of) 

Evaluation of 8F./8/J., substitution into Eq. (31), and 
evaluation of the V2 integral yields (see Appendix C for 
details) 

(41) 

where 

G(O', Vi) = 2K(k){[1 ± sin(e' + vl)][1 ± sin(e' - Vl)]}-lt2. (42) 

k = (± 2[sin(e' + vl)+sin(e' - vl)]I 

([1± sinW - vl )][1 ± sin(e' + Vl)]})lt2 

for sin(e' -vl)+sin(e'+vd:;;:O. 

K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. 
The integrand has a singularity at e' + Vi = 1T/2 (here 
k = 1). In spite of this singularity, the integral can still 
be evaluated numerically. Figure (3) plots :o~(e') vs e' 
for several values of fl. 

CONCLUSION 

Our method of determining the orientational distribu
tion function of a partially ordered system from the 
EPR line shape is, in a sense, conceptually different 
from that of Hentschel et al. l This latter treatment 
makes no phySical assumptions about the form of the 
distribution function other than that it can be conveniently 
expanded in the Wigner rotation matrix elements, and 
the effectiveness of their parametrization of the distri
bution function is thus dependent upon how rapidly the 
series of moments P'mn converges. Furthermore, no 

1 .6,---------~----,---------__, 

D.l (el)/sinel 

1.4 

1.2 

1 .0~--------==-"'!~~4tz:::1 

1.81--__ --:::. 

0.4 

b'02~ 
6=0.4 
6=0.6 
~= 0.8 
6= 1,0 
~=co 

FIG. 3. Distribution function :D~(8') for Ho perpendicular to H4 ; (a) P~ of D~(6') vs 6 for several values of the disorder parame
ter ~ in radians. (b) Plot of :l)~(6 ')/sin6' vs 6' for several values of the disorder parameter t:. in radians. Note that :l)~(6 ')/sin6' 
must approach a constant as t:. approaches OX) (t:. = OX) corresponds to a random sample). 
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explicit prescription is given for extracting geometrical 
information (i. e., relation of the principal axis system 
to the preferred alignment direction), although presum
ably it would be possible to introduce parameters speci
fying these quantities. 

Our method is based on constructing a distribution 
function which from the first takes into account the 
mathematical nature of the ordering in the system, and 
the symmetry properties of the ensemble. The choice 
of fitting parameters can thus be tailored to one's physi
cal intuition about the ordering of the system and not 
restricted to a rigidly prescribed expansion. In the 
problem described in Sec. III, for example, the distri
bution function was fit to a Single Gaussian parameter, 
Il, whereas expansion in angular functions could require 
many terms (and thus require fitting many parameters) 
to insure convergence. We were also able to fit two 
geometrical parameters specifying the orientations of 
the normal to the membrane in the prinCipal magnetic 
axis system of the triplet (see Ref. 3). The fit was 
relatively sharp when compared to experimental error, 
i. e., only a small set of values of the three above pa
rameters gave an adequate fit of the theoretical spectra 
to the experimental EPR intensity measured parallel 
and perpendicular to the alignment field. 

It was also possible to include in our calculation ori
entation-dependent intersystem crossing to the ground 
state Singlet (see Ref. 3). This phenomenon makes a 
moment analysis very difficult, because analytical "sub
spectra" cannot be easily worked out for this case. 

Our approach has particular appeal in applications to 
biological problems. In many Simpler systems (e. g. , 
crystals, liquid crystals) high degrees of ordering are 
common, and typical distribution functions are trigo
nometric terms with little random variation; here ex
pansion in Wigner functions is straightforward and fruit
ful. Our method would probably yield equivalent results, 
but would be unlikely to produce a Significant saving in 
computer time or gain in conceptual understanding. 

Biological systems, however, are complex hetero
geneous structures and often contain inhomogeneous en
sembles which have small but Significant statistical 
variations. Such variations blur the observation or 
orientation effects, making the oriented EPR spectra 
look more like a random spectrum and less like that of 
a Single crystal. 

The resulting smaller and less sharp effects make it 
difficult to extract meaningful quantitative information 
about such systems. It is in this regard that we hope 
that our formulation will prove valuable. We have shown 
that it is possible to take into account the random dis
order that is characteristic of biological ensembles and 
still extract sharp values for the relatively invariant 
properties of the ensemble members; we have also ob
tained a good estimate of the degree of disorder present. 
These results3 were achieved with a modest amount of 
computer time, and from a conceptual viewpoint that is 
perhaps more intuitive and easily understandable than 
the Wigner rotation matrix formalism. 

The method described here can be applied to calcula-

tion of other properties of partially ordered ensembles. 
For example, optical properties like linear dichroism 
can be determined if the distribution function can be 
modeled effectively. 
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APPENDIX A 

The matrices that describe the rotations are defined 
as follows. R;.(cp) is the rotation matrix for rotation of 
an axis system counterclockwise through an angle cp 
about an axis in the k direction. The rotation matrix 
transforms vectors in the following way: if w is some 
vector in the unrotated axis system with coordinates x, 
V, and z, then 

C}RM{) , (All 

where x', y', and z' are the coordinates of w in the ro
tated axis system. Equation (6) expresses another in
terpretation of Eq. (A1); that is, a vector with coordi
nates :x', y', and z' in the unrotated axis system will 
have coordinates x, y, and z also in the unrotated axis 
system after that vector is rotated counterclockwise 
through an angle ¢ about an axis in the k direction. 

APPENDIX B 

Equation (38) is obtained from Eq. (32) by the follow
ing substitution: 

-1 2 2 
COSU"'~e' (1 +cos e' - 2cos V1)' sm 

(Bl) 

The upper limit at COSV1 ",cose' is transformed to cosu 

'" -1, or U '" 11. The lower limit at cosv1 '" 1 is trans
formed to cosu '" + 1 or u '" O. From Eq. (B1), one can 
readily obtain 

and 

dv",sinusin2e'du 
1 4 sinv1 COSV1 

sinv1 '" [~ sin2 e'(1 - cosu )]1/2 • 

Substitution into Eq. (37) yields 

(B2) 

(B3) 

(B4) 

(B5) 
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which simplifies to 

sinO' fr 
!DlI(O)= 2N,: 0 h(vi )du, 

where 

Vl = cos-i {[t(1 +coszO' +cosusin20')]1/2} • 

APPENDIXC 

(B6) 

Using Eqs. (31) and (40e), the perpendicular density 
of states can be written down 

:0' (0') - sinO' f i gw( Vi) dv dv (C 1) 
1. - N' cosv COS" cos'l.. 1 z· 1. vi v

2 
1 ,... v~ 

Substitution of Eq. (4Of) into Eq. (Cl) yields 

:Oi(O') =~ f g",(Vi) dVi f ~ 
N1. Vi COSVi vz cosVz 

X{l - [(cosO' - sinvi sinvz)/(cOSVi cosvZ)]Z}-l/Z . 
(C2) 

The denominator of the Vz integral is quadratic in sinvz. 
When expanded and factored, :0'(0') simplifies to 

:Oi(9') =s~r f dVigw(Vi) 1. dVz{[sin(O' - Vi) 
1. vi vz 

+ sinVz][sin(O' + Vi) - sinVz]}-l/Z • (C3) 

The Vz integration is performed over the region where 
the integrand is real; i. e., the sinvz quadratic is greater 
than zero. This requirement means the V2 integration 
is from - (0' - Vi) to (0' + Vi)' Now, make the substitu
tion x=sinvz and Eq. (C3) becomes 

:O~(9') = s~?' f dVig",(vd 
1. Vi 

f 
IIn(B'+vt) 

X dx{(x-l)(X+l) 
-11n(B'-"1> 

x[X+sin(O' -vi)][x-sin(e' +Vi)]}-l/Z. (C4) 

The x integral is an elliptic integral of the first kind 
where the limits of integration are two roots of the quar
tic in x. Using equation 254.00 in Byrd and Freidman/ 

the x integration can be performed. The end result for 
:O~(O') is 

sinO' f r/2 

:O{(O')= Nt 0 g",(v1)G(8',Vl)dvi , (C5) 

where G(O', Vi) is given by Eq. (42) and the limits of the 
Vz integration are by inspection 0 and 11/2. 

Note added in proof: Recently we learned of the de
velopment by J. C. Swartz, B. M. Hoffman, R. J. 
Krizek and D. K. Atmatzidis (J. Magn. Reson., in 
press) of a formalism that has elements in common with 
those presented here. Both approaches generate an en
semble of intermediate axis systems by a series of ro
tations about laboratory-fixed axes and define weighting 
functions that depend on the symmetry variables. To 
simulate EPR spectra of radicals oriented in nematic 
liquid crystals or in clay platelets, Swartz et al. im
pose a set of restrictive conditions that eliminate the 
need for the coordinate transformation that we have in
cluded. Their treatment of the weighting function as
sumes, however, that a quadratic energy dependence for 
the three Euler angles is appropriate. While this may 
be suitable to describe the extent of orientation of the 
liquid crystalline domains, a different weighting function 
will be preferable for characterizing the molecular dis
order within the domains. Their approach also is not 
appropriate when an ensemble is constrained in part by 
structural forces, as is the case for the Rps. viridis 
ensemble. 
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